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The presented virtual energy fluence~VEF! model of the patient-independent part of the medical
linear accelerator heads, consists of two Gaussian-shaped photon sources and one uniform electron
source. The planar photon sources are located close to the bremsstrahlung target~primary source!
and to the flattening filter~secondary source!, respectively. The electron contamination source is
located in the plane defining the lower end of the filter. The standard deviations or widths and the
relative weights of each source are free parameters. Five other parameters correct for fluence
variations, i.e., the horn or central depression effect. If these parameters and the field widths in the
X and Y directions are given, the corresponding energy fluence distribution can be calculated
analytically and compared to measured dose distributions in air. This provides a method of fitting
the free parameters using the measurements for various square and rectangular fields and a fixed
number of monitor units. The next step in generating the whole set of base data is to calculate
monoenergetic central axis depth dose distributions in water which are used to derive the energy
spectrum by deconvolving the measured depth dose curves. This spectrum is also corrected to take
the off-axis softening into account. The VEF model is implemented together with geometry mod-
ules for the patient specific part of the treatment head~jaws, multileaf collimator! into the XVMC

dose calculation engine. The implementation into other Monte Carlo codes is possible based on the
information in this paper. Experiments are performed to verify the model by comparing measured
and calculated dose distributions and output factors in water. It is demonstrated that open photon
beams of linear accelerators from two different vendors are accurately simulated using the VEF
model. The commissioning procedure of the VEF model is clinically feasible because it is based on
standard measurements in air and water. It is also useful for IMRT applications because a full
Monte Carlo simulation of the treatment head would be too time-consuming for many small fields.
© 2003 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1543152#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Compared to conventional dose calculation methods~see,
e.g., Ref. 1, and references therein! for radiation therapy
treatment planning, Monte Carlo~MC! techniques2–5 are po-
tentially more accurate. The problem of fast and efficient M
simulation of photon and electron tracks within thre
dimensional~3D! patient models has been solved in the l
few years because of the increasing computing power
innovative variance reduction techniques.6–14 An indispens-
able requirement for the accuracy of MC algorithms is
adequate model of the beam delivery system. That is, de
tions between modeled and real particle fluence at the pa
surface would propagate as dose distribution errors wi
the patient and the accuracy of the dose calculation algori
can be lost.

There is an important advantage of the MC dose calc
tion technique: dose calculation within the patient~dose en-
gine! can be decoupled completely from the treatment h
model ~fluence engine!. Therefore, very different types o
fluence engines can be employed, e.g., full MC simulati
of the accelerator head or virtual source models based
analytical representations of the phase space distribu
301 Med. Phys. 30 „3…, March 2003 0094-2405 Õ2003Õ30„
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functions. Common to all fluence engines is just the capa
ity of generating the parameters~energy, position, momen
tum! of photons and electrons in a phase space plane ou
the patient according to the properties of the treatment he
This plane can then be used to start the MC transpor
particle histories through the patient.

A clinically feasible Monte Carlo fluence engine shou
satisfy the following conditions:10 ~i! it should be simple
enough to understand the behavior of the model, to have o
a small number of free parameters, and to be fast in samp
the initial particle properties,~ii ! the model parameter
should be fixed by measurements that are not too com
cated and time consuming~e.g., by measurements of profile
and depth dose curves in water and air!, ~iii ! it should be
complex enough to confirm all measurements in agreem
with the accuracy demands. Full MC simulation of the who
accelerator head is one option to provide accurate photon
electron distributions in the phase space plane.15–19Another
option is the construction of virtual source models based
these accelerator head simulations.20–23 However, the re-
quired technical information and the time-consuming cal
lations limit its clinical feasibility. Therefore, virtual sourc
3013…Õ301Õ11Õ$20.00 © 2003 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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modeling with parameters fitted only from measured d
distributions in water and air is a third option to simulate
least the fluence contributions from the bremsstrahlung
get, flattening filter, and primary collimator. An advantage
this third option is to exploit the experiences collected for
development of dual and triple source models for pen
beam, 3D convolution, and collapsed cone dose calcula
algorithms.24–35 In general, part of these models is a po
source to simulate the primary photon component from
bremsstrahlung target. The head-scatter fluence has
modeled either by a second point source or by different s
tial distribution functions. The precision of analytic mode
for MC dose calculation has been demonstrated already
comparison with measurement.36

The present paper introduces a virtual energy flue
~VEF! model of the photon beam head components ab
the collimating system. It is especially designed for Mon
Carlo dose engines and it is solely based on measured
distributions in water and air as well as some technical
formation from the linacs. Section II provides the details
the model and the commissioning procedure. In Sec. III co
parisons to full MC accelerator head simulations and to m
sured dose distributions and output factors in water for E
kta and Siemens accelerators are shown. TheXVMC code10,11

is used for the calculation of dose in water.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Geometry parameters of the sources

If we take into account the treatment head structure ab
the collimating system of conventional linear accelerators
a photon beam most of the radiation reaching the patient
be divided into three groups:~i! photons arising from the
bremsstrahlung target~primary or target photons!, ~ii ! pho-
tons scattering from the primary collimator and flatteni
filter ~head-scatter or filter photons!, and ~iii ! electron con-
tamination. Therefore, the VEF model for Monte Carlo do
calculation ~see Fig. 1! consists of photon and electro
sources with relative contributionsPe for electrons andPg

for photons satisfying the condition

Pe1Pg51. ~1!

Usually, the amount of electron contaminationPe is small in
clinical photon beams. Therefore the most important part
the VEF model are the photon sources. The model prese
here consists of two photon sources with relative contri
tionsP0 andPS , whereP0 is for primary photons andPS for
head-scatter photons satisfying the condition

P01PS51. ~2!

The primary source is located in the bremsstrahlung ta
plane (z5z0) and the scatter source is located in the flatt
ing filter plane (z5zS). Here,z corresponds to the distanc
from the virtual focus of the linac, which is not necessar
identical to the distance from target.z0 and zS can be esti-
mated from the technical information of the linac treatme
head, they are not fitted from measurements. Usually, for
primary source we usez050, i.e., the virtual focus is locate
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 3, March 2003
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in the target plane.zS is the distance fromz50 to the lower
boundary of the flattening filter. The initial photon position
are sampled from Gaussian distributions with standard de
tions s0 and sS fitted from measurements. The nomin
beam openingswX

I andwY
I in the iso-center plane~the upper

index I means iso-center and the lower indicesX andY rep-
resent the beam opening in theX andY directions! are fixed
in the beam defining planes given byz5zX and z5zY .
Therefore, the beam openings in these planes are calcu
by

wX
X5wX

I zX

zI
, wY

Y5wY
I zY

zI
. ~3!

Here, zI is the distance to the iso-center~usually 100 cm!.
The parameterszX andzY are also taken from the technica
information of the linear accelerator. They are genera
given by the lower limits of theX- andY-jaw pairs or by the
lower limit of the multileaf collimator~MLC! if one jaw pair
is replaced by the MLC. To get the photon’sX direction, we
sample a secondX position from a uniform distribution in
the beam defining planez5zX , the Y direction is sampled
from an uniform distribution in the planez5zY . Since the
assumption of uniform distributions is not correct, addition
parameters are introduced in the following to correct the
ence profiles for the horn and/or central depression effec

Since there are accelerators with two jaw pairs plus
MLC, we introduce one further planez5zM , called the
beam modifier plane. The beam openings in this plane
given by

wX
M5wX

I zM

zI
, wY

M5wY
I zM

zI
. ~4!

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the VEF model for photon beams.
planez0 is the source of primary~target! photons, the planezS is the source
of head-scatter~filter! photons and electron contamination. The location
the beam modifier planezM depends on the type of the linac. This shows
example with the modifier~MLC! above the jaws. Other examples are bea
modifiers below the jaws or modifiers replacing one jaw pair. It is a
possible to switch off the modifier plane in the VEF model.
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Using this information, the 3D photon fluence distribution of the primary source in air can be calculated by ana
integration of the Gaussian functions leading to a combination of error functions:

F0~x,y,z!5
~zX2z0!~zY2z0!

~z2z0!2

1

4 H erfS x0
1

s0
D 1erfS x0

2

s0
D J H erfS y0

1

s0
D 1erfS y0

2

s0
D J . ~5!

The first term in Eq.~5! is necessary because of the inverse square law. The symbolsx0
1 , x0

2 , y0
1 , andy0

2 are given by

x0
15minS wX

I zX~z2z0!12xzI~z02zX!

2A2zI~z2zX!
,
wX

I zM~z2z0!12xzI~z02zM !

2A2zI~z2zM !
D ,

x0
25minS wX

I zX~z2z0!22xzI~z02zX!

2A2zI~z2zX!
,
wX

I zM~z2z0!22xzI~z02zM !

2A2zI~z2zM !
D ,

~6!

y0
15minS wY

I zY~z2z0!12yzI~z02zY!

2A2zI~z2zY!
,
wY

I zM~z2z0!12yzI~z02zM !

2A2zI~z2zM !
D ,

y0
25minS wY

I zY~z2z0!22yzI~z02zY!

2A2zI~z2zY!
,
wY

I zM~z2z0!22yzI~z02zM !

2A2zI~z2zM !
D .

The min operators take into account the fact that the field widths are determined either by the jaw pairs or by an ad
beam modifier~e.g., MLC! if the accelerator head consists of two jaw pairs plus the MLC. If, on the other hand, one jaw
is replaced by the MLC then the min operations are unnecessary.

The corresponding fluence distribution of the head-scatter source is calculated by

FS~x,y,z!5
~zX2zS!~zY2zS!

~z2zS!2

1

4 H erfS xS
1

sS
D 1erfS xS

2

sS
D J H erfS yS

1

sS
D 1erfS yS

2

sS
D J , ~7!

with

xS
15minS wX

I zX~z2zS!12xzI~zS2zX!

2A2zI~z2zX!
,
wX

I zM~z2zS!12xzI~zS2zM !

2A2zI~z2zM !
D ,

xS
25minS wX

I zX~z2zS!22xzI~zS2zX!

2A2zI~z2zX!
,
wX

I zM~z2zS!22xzI~zS2zM !

2A2zI~z2zM !
D ,

~8!

yS
15minS wY

I zY~z2zS!12yzI~zS2zY!

2A2zI~z2zY!
,
wY

I zM~z2zS!12yzI~zS2zM !

2A2zI~z2zM !
D ,

yS
25minS wY

I zY~z2zS!22yzI~zS2zY!

2A2zI~z2zY!
,
wY

I zM~z2zS!22yzI~zS2zM !

2A2zI~z2zM !
D .
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The total photon fluence of both sources is then given b

Fg~x,y,z!5P0F0~x,y,z!Fhorn~x,y,z!1PSFS~x,y,z!. ~9!

The expressionFhorn(x,y,z) corrects the primary photon flu
ence due to the horn or central depression effect. This e
is caused by the decreasing attenuation of the flattening fi
with increasing distance to the central beam ax
Fhorn(x,y,z) is estimated by

Fhorn~x,y,z!511r2~h01h1r1h2r21h3r31h4r4!,

with r5
Ax21y2

z2z0
. ~10!
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 3, March 2003
ct
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By convention the value of the horn correction parameter
the central axis~r50! is unity and its derivative is zero
Motivated by accelerator head simulations using theBEAM

Monte Carlo code,16 we assume that it is unnecessary
correct the head-scatter fluence as well.

B. Generating the geometry parameters

Our intention is to fit the geometrical parametersP0 , s0 ,
sS , h0 , h1 , h2 , h3 , andh4 from measured profiles in air fo
different square and rectangular photon beams using an
ization chamber with build-up cap. For this reason, we fi
investigate the correlations between in-air dose, photon
ence, and energy. The direct proportionality of the pho
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fluence Fg(x,y,z) and in-air doseDair(x,y,z) is obvious.
However, the dependence ofDair(x,y,z) on spectral or en-
ergy variations is not quite simple. To estimate this dep
dence, we have to know the photon energy spectrum
function of x, y, and z. Because this is unknown here, w
assume that the in-air dose distribution is fitted using Eq.~9!
by replacingFg(x,y,z) with Dair(x,y,z) and multiplying the
term on the right-hand side with a normalization factorNF ,
i.e.,

Dair~x,y,z!5NF$P0F0~x,y,z!Fhorn~x,y,z!1PSFS~x,y,z!%.
~11!

When the beam commissioning process has finished
sample the initial photons for the MC dose calculation fro
the geometrical model derived from Eq.~11!. However, we
should have used Eq.~9! to fit the geometrical beam param
eters. To take the difference betweenDair(x,y,z) and
Fg(x,y,z) into account, we adjust the statistical weights
the sampled photons, which can be different from unity d
ing MC simulations. That is, we sample the initial phot
position and direction from the geometrical parameters. A
that, we sample the photon energy from the spectrum fu
tion ~see Sec. II C!. With known photon energy we are ab
to estimate the ratio betweenFg(x,y,z) andDair(x,y,z) ~see
Sec. II D! leading to the correct photon weight. The electr
contaminationPe can be neglected for the in-air dose dist
butions because of the filtrating influence of the build-
cap.

In-air X, Y, and Z profiles must be measured for ea
energy and a variety of field sizes. Our experience is that
following field sizes provide a reasonable compromise
tween the measurement effort and the model accuracy: 232,
333, 535, 10310, 20320, 40340, 5340, 10340, 4035,
and 40310 cm2. The following measurements should be p
formed:

~1! oneZ profile ~depth dose! at the central axis (x5y50)
from aboutz585 cm toz5115 cm,

~2! three X profiles for y50 and z585 cm, z5100 cm, z
5115 cm~alternativez values are possible!,

~3! three Y profiles for x50 and z585 cm, z5100 cm, z
5115 cm~alternativez values are possible!,

~4! in-air output factors atz5100 cm for all field sizes nor-
malized by one of the fields, usually the largest~40340
cm2!.

The profiles must be normalized by the corresponding in
output factors, 100% corresponds to the dose of a 40340
cm2 beam at the pointx50, y50, z5100 cm. To take cen-
tral axis deviations caused by measurement errors into
count, it is useful to shift the profiles by the correspondi
distance. This can generally be performed using the meas
ment ~scanner! software. It might also be useful to symm
trize the measured profiles because Eq.~11! provides sym-
metric profiles. Indeed, it is much better if the accelerato
able to produce symmetric~or almost symmetric! and flat
profiles. Symmetrization is also easily performed using st
dard water phantom software.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 3, March 2003
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For fitting Eq. ~11! to the normalized profiles, i.e., fo
calculating the parametersP0 , s0 , sS , h0 , h1 , h2 , h3 , and
h4 , a nonlinearx2 minimization algorithm based on th
Levenberg–Marquardt method37 is implemented. For this
purpose, also the partial derivatives of Eq.~11! with respect
to the parameters of the model are calculated analytically
implemented by the minimization algorithm. Figure 2 sho
measured and fitted in-air profiles of a Siemens MD2 lin
accelerator. This example demonstrates that the VEF m
is able to predict central axis depressions as well as in
output factors correctly. Only the output of the 333 cm2

beam is slightly overestimated by the VEF model. Also t
amount of fluence~in-air dose! outside the limits of the very
large field~40340 cm2! is a little bit too large.

C. Energy behavior

Photon energy spectra of medical linear accelerators
be modeled by analytic functions with a few free paramete
e.g.,10

dEp~E!5dENEl exp~2bE!, Emin<E<Emax. ~12!

N is a normalization factor satisfying the condition:

E
Emin

Emax
dEp~E!51. ~13!

Emin andEmax are the minimum and maximum photon ene
gies. The most probable energyEp and the mean energy^E&
can be estimated from the free parametersl andb using the
relationships:

Ep5
l

b
, ^E&'

l 11

b
. ~14!

FIG. 2. Measured profiles in air~dashed lines! compared to the analytica
representation of the fitted VEF model profiles~solid lines! of 232, 333,
535, 10310, 20320, and 40340 cm2 6 MV photon beams of a Siemen
MD2 linear accelerator. The profiles in this example are measured wi
source detector distance of 100 cm. Every profile is normalized using m
sured in-air output factors with the convention that 100% corresponds to
central axis dose of a 40340 cm2 field at 100 cm distance to the virtua
source.
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The formula for^E& would be exact if we set the limits o
integration in Eqs.~12! and ~13! to Emin50 andEmax5`.

Because of the shape of the flattening filter, the me
energy^E& of the spectrum decreases with increasing o
axis ray angleu, i.e., with increasing distance to the centr
axis. Therefore, a correction method for this off-axis softe
ing, based on measured half-value layer~HVL ! data of water
versusu for various narrow photon beams,38 is implemented.
The idea is taken from a paper by Ahnesjo¨ et al. where off-
axis softening for superposition dose calculation has b
described.39 Figure 4 in Ref. 38 shows the ratio HVL~0!/
HVL ~u! as a function ofu for different linear accelerator
and nominal photon energies. This ratio is equivalent to
ratio of linear attenuation coefficients in water^m~u!&/^m~0!&
averaged over all energies of the spectrum. It has b
shown in Ref. 38 that the data can be fitted by a third-deg
polynomial:

^m~u!&

^m~0!&
5

HVL ~0!

HVL~u!
5110.001 81u10.002 02u2

20.000 094 2u3. ~15!

To estimate the influence of Eq.~15! to the energy spec
trum, we denote the off-axis energy distribution for ray an
u by function p(Eu ,u) and the central axis spectrum b
p(E0,0)[p(E0)[p(E). Eu is the photon energy sampled
ray angleu. For simplicity we set the limits of integration t
Emin50 andEmax5`. Therefore, the normalization conditio
~13! becomes

E
0

`

dEu p~Eu ,u!51. ~16!

Now we assume that the off-axis spectrum can be calcul
by scaling the central axis spectrum using the factors(u),
i.e.,

p~Eu ,u!5
1

s~u!
pS Eu

s~u! D , s~0!51. ~17!

That is, during the MC simulation we sampleE from p(E)
and in dependence onu we getEu with

Eu5s~u!E. ~18!

To estimate the off-axis behavior ofs(u) we approximate the
monoenergetic attenuation coefficient of waterm(E) using

m~E!5m0E2n. ~19!

By averaging this attenuation coefficient we get

^m~u!&5
m0

s~u!
E

0

`

dEu Eu
2npS Eu

s~u! D
5m0@s~u!#2nE

0

`

dE E2np~E! ~20!

and therefore

^m~u!&5@s~u!#2n^m~0!&, ⇒s~u!5F ^m~0!&

^m~u!&G
1/n

. ~21!
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 3, March 2003
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It should be noted here, that this is a rough approximati
Furthermore, Eq.~15! has been derived by analyzing man
types of linacs from various vendors with the exception
Elekta. Because in our clinic patients are treated using Ele
accelerators we wanted to be sure that our model is valid
for this type of machine. Therefore, we investigated the f
tures of our linacs with theBEAM16 MC code. One of the
results of these studies is shown in Fig. 3. The plot shows
mean photon energy versus the distance to the central
derived by analyzing the phase space file together with
prediction of the VEF model forn50.45. This value ofn
provides a reasonable fit of Eq.~19! to the monoenergetic
attenuation coefficient in the energy range 0.2 MeV<E
<10 MeV.40 Figure 3 proves that the analytic off-axis sof
ening model works also for Elekta linacs. Our results a
consistent with a recent investigation by Sheikh-Bagheri a
Rogers,18 although they used a different Elekta accelera
type in their study.

To sample the central axis photon energyE from Eq.~12!
a standard gamma distribution sampling routine37 is used.
Equation~18! correctsE to get the off-axis energyEu , how-
ever, only for primary photons (P0). The energy of head-
scattered photons~contributionPS , which is typically on the
order of 10%! is also sampled using Eq.~12!, but this time
corrected by

E→ E

11~12cosf!E/me
. ~22!

Here,me is the electron rest mass andf the angle between
the initial photon direction and the direction after scatteri
in the filter planez5zS , i.e., we assume Compton intera
tions within the flattening filter.

FIG. 3. Mean energy distributions of a 40340 cm2 6 MV photon beam
simulated withBEAM for an Elekta SLi plus linear accelerator~dashed and
dotted lines!. The solid line represents the behavior of the analytic mo
based on HVL measurements.
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D. Relation between energy fluence and in-air dose

For the relationship between primary fluen
F0(x,y,z)Fhorn(x,y,z) and the corresponding in-air dos
contribution Dair,0(x,y,z,Eu) of photons with energies be
tweenEu andEu1dEu we assume

Dair,0~x,y,z,Eu!dEu

}F0~x,y,z!Fhorn~x,y,z!Eup~Eu ,u!mcap~Eu!dEu . ~23!

It should be noted here thatu is a function ofx, y, andz, i.e.,
u5u(x,y,z). The inclusion of the factorEu on the right-
hand side of Eq.~23! is motivated by the fact that the in-a
dose is assumed to be proportional to the energy flue
because Eq.~23! without the last termmcap(Eu) results in
energy fluence. This last term~linear attenuation coefficient!
takes into account the energy dependence of the build
cap.

We want to calculate an off-axis correction factor, the
fore we normalize Eq.~23! by the central axis dose contr
bution (E0[E, Fhorn(0,0,z)51):

Dair,0~x,y,z,Eu!dEu

Dair,0~0,0,z,E!dE
5

F0~x,y,z!Fhorn~x,y,z!

F0~0,0,z!

1

wE~u!
~24!

with

1

wE~u!
[

Eup~Eu ,u!mcap~Eu!dEu

Ep~E!mcap~E!dE
. ~25!

That is, if we calculate the in-air dose contribution by Mon
Carlo, we get a result different than the measurement
cause the energy correctionwE(u) has been neglected durin
the commissioning of the geometry parameters~see Sec.
II B !. However, by multiplying the statistical photon weig
by the factorwE(u) during the MC simulation we can recon
struct the measured curves. Substituting Eqs.~17! and~18! in
Eq. ~25! we get

wE~u!5
1

s~u!

mcap~E!

mcap~Eu!
. ~26!

To evaluate this formula we approximate the attenuation
the build-up cap by a fit to function:

mcap~E!5v0~E2v11v2E!. ~27!

If the unit of E is MeV we find for brass as build-up ca
material in the energy range 0.2 MeV<E<15 MeV: v1

50.558 andv250.026.40 Hence, the weighting factor be
comes

wE~u!5
1

s~u!

E2v11v2E

Eu
2v11v2Eu

. ~28!

For a given photon at position (x,y,z) the Monte Carlo pro-
cedure continues with sampling a central axis energyE from
function p(E). In dependence on the off-axis angleu, the
softening factors(u), the real photon energyEu , and the
weighting factorwE(u) can be calculated, i.e., all paramete
of the photon are fixed. The same build-up cap correctio
applied to head-scatter photons~contributionPS).
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We found that the build-up cap correction is really nec
sary, especially to model dose distributions for large fiel
The errors of dose predictions far off-axis can be 5%
larger if we neglect the sensitivity of the build-up cap ma
rial due to changes of the energy spectrum. On the o
hand, the sensitivity of ionization chambers seems to be
important. To calculate corresponding correction factors
simulated the response of different ionization chambers
ing EGSNRC5,41 and phase space files, generated withBEAM.16

The corrections are on the order of 1% or below at least
our ionization chambers. In addition to it, if we measu
profiles in water, we usually also neglect the influence
spectral variations to the ion chamber reading. Therefore,
did not take into account ion chamber corrections in the V
model. For a more exact relation between energy fluence
dose in air and water further investigations will be necess

E. Electron contamination

Because for open photon beams the amount of elec
contaminationPe is small compared to the contributions b
photons~of the order of 1% or less!, we approximate the
electron source by a circular uniform distribution of electr
starting points in the filter~or head-scatter! plane ze5zS .
The radiusRe of the source is estimated by the flattenin
filter’s footprint size. The electron direction is sampled in t
same manner as the photon direction~see Sec. II A!. Moti-
vated by MC simulations usingBEAM, the electron energy
spectrum is modeled by an exponential distribution:

p~Ee!dEe5Ne expS 2
Ee

^Ee&
DdEe , Emin<Ee<Emax ~29!

with the mean electron energy estimated by

^Ee&'0.13 Enom10.55 MeV. ~30!

Enom is the nominal voltage of the beam in MeV. The relati
weight Pe of the electron source is determined by fitting
measured depth dose in water~see Sec. II F!.

F. Generating the spectrum and electron parameters

One measured central axis depth dose curve of a 10310
cm2 beam per photon energy with a distance of the radiat
source to the water phantom surface~SSD! of 100 cm~alter-
nate field sizes or SSDs are possible! is required to decon-
volve the photon energy spectrum and the amount of elec
contamination. Therefore, a set of ‘‘monoenergetic’’ cent
axis depth dose distributions must be calculated using
MC dose engine, i.e., usingXVMC in our case. Here, we us
quotation marks to emphasize that the depth dose curves
not really monoenergetic, because Eqs.~18! and ~22! are
applied to correct the energy due to softening effects. O
the energy at the central axis is constant for a ‘‘monoen
getic’’ depth dose curve. Furthermore, the geometry para
eters, generated as described in Sec. II B, are used to c
late the depth dose curves. The energy range should r
from 0.25 to 10 MeV for 6 MV photon beams and from 0.2
to 20 MeV for 15 MV photon beams. In addition to th
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‘‘monoenergetic’’ photon depth dose curves, one elect
depth dose curve has to be calculated using the estim
parametersze , Re , and^Ee& from Sec. II E.

The MC simulations to calculate these depth dose cur
must be performed with a model of the collimating syste
~jaws and MLC!, because the measurements are influen
by the collimators. Here, a very simple MLC model may
sufficient, e.g., a ‘‘cookie cutter’’ model that rejects ea
particle outside the beam segment contour. For our inve
gations here we implement a more realistic model of
MLC based on Monte Carlo C11 classes for arbitrary ge
ometries constructed from planes and other surfaces in
space. Therefore, it is possible to include effects caused
the rounded leaf ends and the tongue-and-groove desig
our MLC. A description of theses geometry classes will
published in a future paper.

The next step of the commissioning procedure is to e
ploy Eqs.~1!, ~12!, and~29! with some estimated initial pa
rametersPe , l, b, andEmax ~for Emin we usually use a fixed
value of 0.25 MeV! for the superposition of the calculate
depth dose curves. As in Sec. II B, a nonlinearx2 minimiza-
tion algorithm based on the Levenberg–Marquardt metho37

is implemented to fit the superimposed depth dose cu
and the measured curve. The upper plot in Fig. 4 show
measured and a fitted depth dose curve in water of a 10310
cm2 15 MV photon beam of an Elekta SLi plus linear accel-
erator. The lower plot shows the difference between b
curves after finishing thex2 minimization. The largest devia
tions can be observed near the water surface, but here
influence of measurement errors is not negligible and a la
deviation in dose corresponds to a small shift in depth dir
tion only. Figure 5 shows the resulting energy spectra fo

FIG. 4. Measured depth dose curve in water~dashed line in the upper plot!
compared to the fitted VEF model depth dose curve~solid line in the upper
plot! of a 10310 cm2 15 MV photon beam of an Elekta SLi plus linear
accelerator. The SSD is 100 cm. The lower plot~solid line! shows the
difference between measurement and the VEF model.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 3, March 2003
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and 15 MV photon beams compared to simulations using
BEAM code. The differences between simulated and fit
spectra are mainly caused by the special analytic form of
~12!. More parameters should improve the quality of the
but on the other hand, more degrees of freedom can ca
multiple solutions of the fit problem. Therefore, we impl
ment the energy spectrum of Eq.~12! in the VEF model.

We find that the amount of electron contaminationPe for
our Elekta accelerators, derived in the manner descri
here, ranges from about 0.9% for 6 MV to about 1.5% for
MV photon beams. This corresponds to 6% and 11% surf
dose, respectively. Similar results for Siemens machines
obtained. These observations are consistent with MC si
lations using theBEAM code.18

III. RESULTS

The commissioning procedure is based on a variety
measurements in air but only on one depth dose curve
water for a defined field size, 10310 cm2 in the case de-
scribed here. Therefore, additional measurements in w
are useful to verify the model and the derived parameters
examples, we present some of our comparisons betw
measurements in water and the corresponding Monte C
simulations for two types of linear accelerators.

Tables I and II show measured and calculated output
tors ~OFs! at 10 cm depth of water for Elekta and Sieme
machines. The SSDs were 90 cm in Table I and 100 cm
Table II. The OFs are normalized relative to the correspo
ing 10310 cm2 fields. Apart from a few exceptions, th
agreement between measured and calculated OFs is b
than 2%. The largest disagreement~4.4%! is for the 232 cm2

6 MV beam of the Siemens MD2 accelerator. However,

FIG. 5. 6 and 15 MV energy spectra of the primary~target! photon contri-
bution at the central axis simulated withBEAM for an Elekta SLi plus linear
accelerator~solid histograms! compared to the spectra derived by fittin
central axis depth dose distributions using the VEF model~dashed lines!.
The spectra are normalized by the condition* dE p(E)51.
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very small fields the influence of ion chamber volume
measured and voxel size on calculated dose may no
negligible.42 This can also be observed in Fig. 6 where O
measured with different detectors~ion chamber, pinpoint
chamber, diamond detector, and diode detector! are com-
pared to calculations withBEAMNRC andXVMC for a second
Elekta SLi plus accelerator~note: the linacs from Table I an
Fig. 6 are not identical!. In contrast to Table I, here the SS
of the water phantom is 100 cm. Figure 6 shows that
VEF model overestimates slightly the output for fiel

TABLE I. Measured and calculated output factors~OFs! at 10 cm depth in
water for an Elekta machine. The SSD is 90 cm and the OFs are norma
relative to the 10310 cm2 field. Note: the linacs from this Table and Fig.
are not identical.

Energy
Field size

~cm2!
Meas
OF

Calc
OF

Difference
%

6 MV 232 0.792 0.806 1.4
333 0.844 0.865 2.1
535 0.903 0.916 1.3

15315 1.057 1.066 0.9
20320 1.099 1.094 0.5
30330 1.146 1.136 1.0
40340 1.167 1.158 0.9

15 MV 232 0.777 0.781 0.4
333 0.857 0.885 2.8
535 0.925 0.940 1.5

15315 1.043 1.042 0.1
20320 1.070 1.055 1.5
30330 1.099 1.085 1.4
40340 1.114 1.088 2.6

TABLE II. Measured and calculated output factors~OFs! at 10 cm depth in
water for the Siemens MD2 accelerator. The SSD is 100 cm and the OF
normalized relative to the 10310 cm2 field.

Energy
Field size

~cm2!
Meas
OF

Calc
OF

Difference
%

6 MV 232 0.770 0.726 4.4
333 0.828 0.837 0.9
535 0.889 0.897 0.8
5320 0.965 0.971 0.6
5340 0.977 0.974 0.3

10340 1.068 1.068 0.0
2035 0.949 0.952 0.3
20320 1.102 1.116 1.4
4035 0.958 0.970 1.2
40310 1.051 1.065 1.4
40340 1.167 1.174 0.7

10 MV 232 0.767 0.743 2.4
333 0.845 0.857 1.2
535 0.909 0.919 1.0
5320 0.972 0.970 0.2
5340 0.983 0.979 0.4

10340 1.054 1.044 1.0
2035 0.957 0.962 0.5
20320 1.078 1.084 0.6
4035 0.962 0.972 1.0
40310 1.037 1.044 0.7
40340 1.123 1.129 0.6
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 3, March 2003
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smaller than 10310 cm2 but underestimates the output fo
very large fields. But on the other hand, the deviations to
ion chamber measurements are smaller than 2% for the
jority of the field sizes. Only for the 232 cm2 ~2.8%! and
40340 cm2 ~2.1%! beams the deviations are larger. Furth
more, the full MC simulation of the accelerator head~dashed
line in Fig. 6! has problems in predicting the output fo
30330 and 40340 cm2 fields correctly. Therefore, more in
vestigations will be necessary to discover the reasons
these disagreements.

Figures 7–9 show measured and calculated depth d

ed

re

FIG. 6. Measured~ionization chamber, pinpoint chamber, diamond detect
and diode detector! vs calculated~BEAM and VEF model! output factors at
10 cm depth in water for 6 MV beams of an Elekta SLi plus linear accel-
erator. The SSD is 100 cm~different than Table I! and the OFs are normal
ized relative to the 10310 cm2 field. Note: the linacs here and in Table I ar
not identical.

FIG. 7. Measured~solid line! compared to calculated depth dose distributi
in water for a 10 MV 5320 cm2 photon beam of a Siemens MD2 linea
accelerator. The SSD is 100 cm. The curves are normalized using the o
factors from Table II with 100% corresponding to the maximum of a 10310
cm2 field in water, i.e., a comparison of absolute dose values is shown
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curves and profiles in water for a 10 MV 5320 cm2 photon
beam of the Siemens MD2 accelerator. The curves are
malized using the output factors from Table II with 100
corresponding to the maximum of a 10310 cm2 field in wa-
ter, i.e., Figs. 7–9 show comparisons of absolute dose di
butions. In particular, the profiles in Figs. 8 and 9 demo
strate that the VEF model is able to predict the horn effec
well as the dose outside the field limits in good agreem
with measurement. Figures 10 and 11 are presented to
date the off-axis softening and charged particle contam
tion models for large field sizes~30330 cm2! and high en-
ergies ~15 MV!. One of the Elekta linacs is used for th
comparison.

Figures 12–14 demonstrate the accuracy of the V
model compared to MC simulations with full knowledge

FIG. 8. Measured~solid lines! compared to calculatedX profiles at 3 and 20
cm depths in water for the same example and with the same normaliz
as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Measured~solid lines! compared to calculatedY profiles at 3 and 20
cm depths in water for the same example and with the same normaliz
as in Fig. 7.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 3, March 2003
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the accelerator head design. Figures 12–14 show comp
sons of profiles of 333 and 10310 cm2 6 MV photon beams
210 and15 cm off-axis in water~SSD5100 cm! calculated
with BEAMNRC ~symbols! and XVMC using the VEF model
~lines!. The normalization is equivalent to Figs. 7–9, but th
time for the Elekta machine of Table I. The statistical va
ance of theBEAM simulations is influenced by the limite
size of the phase space files. The VEF model slightly ov
estimates the penumbra width. On the other hand, we
agreement especially within the field and outside the fi
limits. For a verification of theBEAM simulations by mea-
surements, we refer to Ref. 42.

on

on

FIG. 10. Measured~solid line! compared to calculated depth dose curves
water for a 15 MV 30330 cm2 photon beam of an Elekta SLi plus linear
accelerator. As in Fig. 7 dose values normalized by the 10310 cm2 output
factor are shown.

FIG. 11. Measured~solid line! compared to calculatedX profiles at 10 cm
depths in water for the example of Fig. 10.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the present paper is to introduce a tr
ment head model for Monte Carlo dose calculation that
be easily commissioned and implemented in clinical routi
Like beam models for conventional dose calculation al
rithms, the virtual energy fluence model described here
based on standard measurements in water and air. Only a
parameters are required from the technical information of
accelerator. By comparison with results derived by theBEAM-

NRC software system, it is demonstrated that time-consum
MC simulations of the whole accelerator head are unne
sary for radiation therapy planning purposes.

FIG. 12. Comparison ofY profiles in four different depths of a 333 cm2 6
MV photon beam210 cm off-axis in water~SSD5100 cm! calculated with
BEAMNRC using the full information of the accelerator head~symbols! and
XVMC using the VEF model~lines!.

FIG. 13. Comparison ofY profiles in four different depths of a 10310 cm2 6
MV photon beam15 cm off-axis in water~SSD5100 cm! calculated with
BEAMNRC using the full information of the accelerator head~symbols! and
XVMC using the VEF model~lines!.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 3, March 2003
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On the other hand, the VEF model should not be cons
ered as a completed development. It is open for impro
ments and extensions. Especially the methods to com
and emulate the central axis energy spectrum are not
final state. To get closer to MC generated spectra, more
rameters of the analytical spectrum representations or ta
lated spectra will be necessary. The problem is, however,
the calculated shape of the spectrum is not quite unique
is deconvolved from measured depth dose curves. Meas
depth dose curves in water are also prone to experime
setup errors and a small shift of the curve can result i
significant change of the spectrum. One possible solution
this problem could be that each vendor of medical line
accelerators provides the energy information of its machin

The off-axis softening behavior of the central axis spe
trum seems to be similar between most accelerators. For
type of machine the VEF model off-axis softening approa
presented here will be sufficient.

An important additional result of this paper is that th
influence of a build-up cap on the ion chamber signal can
be neglected during in-air profile measurements. There m
also be an influence of the ionization chamber itself. Ho
ever, simulations usingEGSNRCand BEAM have shown that
this influence is smaller than 1%. Furthermore, this eff
should, in the same manner, influence the profile verificat
measurements in water. Therefore, a corresponding cor
tion is not implemented into the VEF model.
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